
It’s no longer enough to just “be in the cloud.” Today businesses are under pressure to use cloud 
technologies to solve strategic problems, build new revenue streams, and decrease costs. With the 
pace of innovation accelerating like never before, they need to transform how they operate in the 
cloud — to evolve to cloud native.

As organizations pursue this evolution, they need more than just support. They need help 
understanding how to scale their IT organization in an agile world, how to transform their 
environments, how to streamline their operating models. As IT organizations break down the 
traditional build and operate barriers and open up new possibilities to accelerate innovation, they 
need more than the traditional MSP models constrained to fit inside the boundaries of the past.

A Modern, Highly Collaborative Support Model Built for the New World
Rackspace Elastic Engineering delivered by Onica® provides your business with access to a pod of 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) certified cloud engineers who work as an extension of your team to 
shape your outcomes as you evolve to cloud native.

There are no tickets, and no SLAs to monitor — you simply work with your pod of multi-disciplinary 
and highly skilled AWS experts as you would your own team. You’ll always work with the same 
dedicated pod and resources, accessed in flexible and easy to manage hours-based tiers each 
month. Work collaboratively to set sprint-based projects and long-term goals that move your cloud 
environments and results forward. Rackspace Elastic Engineering delivered by Onica supports a 
broad range of cloud services including building, migrating, optimizing and managing your cloud 
environments on AWS.

Nine AWS Specialists — an Extension of Your Team

A dedicated team of multi-disciplinary cloud experts supporting a broad range of outcomes.

Cloud EngineersSenior Cloud EngineersCloud ArchitectEngagement Manager Lead Cloud Architect

Migrations, Architecture, Automation, Optimization, Reliability and Security.

The benefits of your pod include:
 • A do-with approach: Pods work in an agile, sprint-based model right alongside your team.
 • Consistency: No matter which tier of hours you use each month, you’ll always work with the same 

pod that knows you, your environment and your business.
 • Flexible, tiered pricing: Purchase fractional access to your pod via straightforward hours-based 

tiers and scale up and down monthly as your business needs change.
 • Multi-faceted skill sets: Your pod for Data consists of an engagement manager, architects and 

engineers working together as one unit.
 • Ongoing innovation: You can more easily leverage leading cloud tools and frameworks to facilitate 

progressive improvement, enablement and transformation.

About Onica by Rackspace 
Technology™

 • 2,500+ AWS accreditations
 • AWS 2021 Migration 

Partner of the Year 
(U.S. and Canada)

 • 13 AWS Service 
Delivery Designations

 • Managed Service Provider

Expertise Across 15 AWS 
Competencies
 • Data & Analytics
 • DevOps
 • Education
 • Financial Services
 • Healthcare
 • Industrial Software
 • IoT
 • Machine Learning
 • Microsoft Workloads
 • Migration
 • Oracle
 • Retail
 • SaaS
 • Storage
 • Travel & Hospitality

 

Rackspace Elastic Engineering for AWS 
delivered by Onica
On-demand access to a team of highly skilled AWS experts who collaboratively drive 
your cloud outcomes while continuously evolving your environment.

Take yours next step toward cloud native today.
Call: 1-800-961-2888 
Email: Onica@rackspace.com 
Learn more: www.rackspace.com/onica-by-rackspace-technology
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